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In the 2010 Bilski decision,fn.001 the Supreme Court
visited the garden of doctrines on patent-eligible subject
matter, a garden delineated in statutory terms by Section
101 of the Patent Act.fn.002 The Court rejected
categorical approaches, such as an enshrinement of a
machine-or-transformation test as the sole measure for a
patentable "process," or a ban on business-method patents,
but it affirmed rejection of the patent claims in question,
which concerned commodities trading hedging
transactions, as drawn to an abstract idea. It relied on
three Supreme Court precedents on the unpatentability of
claims that "pre-empt" abstract ideas, Benson
(1972),fn.003 Flook (1978),fn.004 and Diehr
(1981).fn.005 In a lengthy concurring opinion, Justice
Stevens argued that, for historical and policy reasons,
methods of doing business were categorically excluded
from patent protection.fn.006
Unfortunately, in Bilski, the Court passed an
opportunity to pull some doctrinal weeds that have been
proliferating in the garden for years. But the Court also

planted seeds for the growth of a more rational approach
to regulating patent scope, one that is both consistent with
the established doctrinal structure of the patent system and
sufficiently limiting of overreaching patent claims to
intangible processes, business methods and natural
phenomena.
Critical to development of a better approach to
Section 101 patent-eligible subject matter is the need to
recognize a distinction between two inquiries: (1) has an
inventor made and disclosed a new and useful patentable
invention? and (2) what is the appropriate scope of
protection for the patentable invention?fn.007 The first
inquiry, which I shall call the "Invention Achievement
Inquiry," focuses on whether the inventor has conceived
and reduced to practice a new and useful invention,
typically in the form of a specific embodiment or working
example.fn.008 The second inquiry, which I shall call the
"Protection Scope Inquiry," focuses on whether and to
what extent the inventor may claim the invention
generically, that is, not as limited to the precise
embodiment or embodiments that the inventor has
devised.fn.009
Both inquiries can and should be conducted using
established and well-understood doctrinal tools, which,
unlike the Section 101 patent-eligible subject matter tool
used by the Court in Bilski, entail full consideration of the
facts surrounding an alleged invention.fn.010 Used with

appropriate vigor, the tools can effectively screen out
virtually all claims to putative "inventions" that are, on
analysis, only abstract ideas or natural phenomena, and all
claims that pre-empt subject matter that is old, not
practically useful or beyond what the patent applicant has
actually invented. There rarely would be an occasion to
reach a Section 101 abstract-idea challenge, as was
pressed upon the Court in Bilski.
The approach would be implemented effectively by
an edict to the primary decision-makers on patentability,
that is, the examiners and appeals board of the Patent and
Trademark Office (PTO), the district courts and the
United States International Trade Commission (ITC), not
to address Section 101 abstract-idea issues until a factual
background has been developed, which usually but not
inevitably would involve assessing compliance of a given
patent claim with the Section 112 disclosure requirements
of written description and enablement and the Sections
102 and 103 requirements of novelty and
nonobviousness.fn.011 In a litigation context, a Section
101 challenge should and usually would be addressed
only after a claim construction proceeding, such as a
Markman hearing, in which an allegedly abstract claim
would be interpreted in view of the patent specification
teachings and the understanding of a person of ordinary
skill in the art.fn.012
Because of the vagueness of the concepts of "an

idea" and "abstract" and the inability to clearly and
objectively distinguish between (1) the millions of claims
that have been included in presumptively valid, existing
patents and (2) the category of an impermissible idea
(concept) "pre-empting" claim, the Section 101 abstract
idea pre-emption inquiry can lead to subjectively-derived,
arbitrary, unpredictable results. This uncertainty does
substantial harm to the effective operation of the patent
system. That harm would be largely avoided by
implementing the suggested "facts-first" approach, which
minimizes the need to engage in the difficult legalistic
inquiry into the meaning of "abstract idea" and whether a
given patent claim "pre-empts" it.
A note on the organization of this Essay. To delineate
sections of analysis, it uses only outline numbers (I.A. ...
II.A) and no descriptive subject headings. It is up to the
reader to determine what each section and subsection is
about. Not helpful, gentle reader? Surely no one can
criticize an author for following Supreme Court precedent!
For this naked numbering is exactly the scheme of the
opinion for the Court by Justice Kennedy in Bilski. The
scheme required every reader of the opinion immediately
to scramble to determine what was meant by "JUSTICE
KENNEDY delivered the opinion of the Court, except as to
Parts II-B-2 and II-C-2" and "JUSTICE SCALIA does not
join Parts II-B-2 and II-C-2."fn.013

I.
A.
In assessing Bilski's significance for the future course
of patent law, one must resist the temptation to dwell on
the Court's reasoning offered to support the bottom line
result (to wit, that the Bilski applicants' claims to a
commodities-hedging method were unpatentable as preemptive of abstract ideas). The reasoning is sparse and
palpably unpersuasive.fn.014 As Justice Stevens
persuasively notes in his concurring opinion, the Court
offers no explanation of what is "an abstract idea" or why
the claims at issue "pre-empt" the "concept" of
hedging.fn.015 Rather, the Court merely refers to its own
opaque precedent.fn.016
A more fruitful starting point is a common-sense
question: what is it about the genera of claims that came
before the Court in decisions such as Benson and Bilski
that disturbed the minds of generalist Supreme Court
justices, leading them to reject, intuitively, the allowability
of the claims?
Notably, all nine justices in Bilski agreed that the
applicants' claims were bad on the merits even though they
could not muster a majority on any new standard or rule
for assessing goodness or badness.fn.017
After that question is answered, one can then turn to
another question: are the traditional doctrines of patent law
regulating patent claim scope sufficient, if robustly

applied, to alleviate the justices' concerns without reliance
on an amorphous jurisprudence of patent-eligible subject
matter that has caused, and threatens to continue to cause,
an additional layer of dispute and uncertainty in a system
of law that already suffers from an ample supply of both?
B.
The answer to the first question is: the facially
abstract wording of the claims must have struck the
justices as not conforming to the constitutional goal of the
patent system to award limited property rights only in
exchange for disclosure of specific, real-world inventions
that are both new and useful in a practical sense.
This adverse reaction to facially abstract patent claims
is not, as might first be postulated, based solely on the
breadth or abstractness of the language of the challenged
claims. Almost all patent claims strike a lay reader as
abstract. Rather, the reaction—wow! these claims are so
broad as to preempt an abstract idea that is probably not
even new—is fueled by a combination of (1) claim
language abstractness, (2) the abstractness of the context
in which the claims are presented to the Court
and (3) possible misunderstanding of the function of
claims in patents.
On the second contributor, in cases such as Benson
and Bilski, the claims came before the Court in relatively
naked form: as appeals from PTO rejections of claims in

applications.fn.018 The rejections were based solely on
lack of patent-eligible subject matter under Section 101.
The claims had not been evaluated (1) for novelty and
nonobviousness in relation to the prior art, (2) for
appropriate scope in relation to supporting disclosure or
(3) for definiteness. In such a procedural posture, little
factual background on the significance of the alleged
inventions comes before the Court. Missing is information
on what were the problems and attempted solutions in the
prior art? How did the disclosed invention solve those
problems? What working examples (if any) did the
inventors provide in their application? What research
efforts were made by the inventors? Not being in a context
of alleged infringement, the claims are not construed and
applied to real-world commercial products and productive
enterprises. In an infringement suit, it often becomes clear,
especially with apparently broad claims to nontraditional
subject matter such as business methods, that the claims
are nowhere near as preemptively broad in scope as a first
abstract reading of the claims might suggest.fn.019
On the third contributor, it is important to keep in
mind that the function of claims is not, as the Court's
discussion in Bilski misleadingly implies, to "explain" the
invention, to "suggest ... approaches," or to "advise" using
certain techniques.fn.020 Rather, the function of claims is
two-fold: to set the boundaries of the invention in order to
distinguish the prior art and to define the scope of

protection.fn.021 Explanation of the invention is the
function of a patent's specification, not its claims.fn.022 A
specification typically includes not only a general
description of the invention but also examples.fn.023 The
twin functions of claims has been clearly recognized by
the Supreme Court in decisions prior to Bilski.fn.024
C.
The answer to the second question—are there
sufficient weapons in the traditional doctrinal arsenal of
patent law to trim down overreaching claims to abstract
ideas?—is: yes, indeed.
What are those weapons? At least eight come to mind.
All are well-illustrated by precedent, new and historic. All
depend, at least to some degree, on the facts and
circumstances concerning a claimed invention and, in
some instances, on any alleged infringement. All are less
amorphous than the Section 101 abstract-idea inquiry
applied in Bilski.
1.
The primary claim-scope regulator is the enablement
requirement. An inventor must provide in the specification
filed as part of an application a teaching of how to make
and use the invention.fn.025 Case law confirms that the
specification must not only enable an example or
embodiment but also enable the full scope of any
claim.fn.026 Thus, enablement is the key doctrine that

pertains to both the Invention Achievement Inquiry and
the Protection Scope Inquiry.
Enablement as a regulator of claim scope has an
honorable history, tracing at least to the Supreme Court's
landmark decision on the patent on Morse's invention of
the telegraph, O'Reilly v. Morse (1853).fn.027
A frequently-cited lower court decision on
enablement, In re Wands (1988),fn.028 lists eight factors,
which indicate the fact-sensitivity of the enablement
inquiry.fn.029
In short, unduly broad claims should not be allowed
or sustained because they fail to provide an enabling
disclosure.
2.
The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, which
has appellate jurisdiction over patent-related appeals from
the PTO, district courts and the ITC,fn.030 has construed
the first paragraph of Section 112 as imposing a "writtendescription-of-the-invention" requirement that is distinct
from the enablement requirement.fn.031
The Federal Circuit has used the written description
requirement to regulate claim scope as well as to
determine whether an inventor has completed the inventive
process.fn.032 In particular, the Federal Circuit has used
the requirement to restrict patents when an inventor had
disclosed and claimed an "invention" only by reference to
a "function or result" without reciting "sufficient materials

to accomplish that function—a problem that is particularly
acute in the biological arts."fn.033
The purpose of the requirement, as recited by the
Federal Circuit, is very similar to that given by Supreme
Court in defense of the Section 101 "abstract ideas"
exception. The written description requirement restricts
patents to "complete and final inventions[s]," and
precludes patents for (1) "basic research, including
research into scientific principles and mechanisms of
action," as opposed to "the practical implications of ...
such research," (2) "for academic theories, not matter how
groundbreaking or necessary to the later patentable
inventions of others" and (3) "research plans," which
"impose costs on downstream research."fn.034
There is an important difference between the written
description requirement as applied by the Federal Circuit
and the Section 101 abstract-idea exception: the former
takes into account facts concerning the disclosed
invention, including, importantly, whether the inventor
disclosed one or more examples of the invention and not
just the abstract breadth of the claim in question.fn.035
3.
The Patent Act requires that a claimed invention be
"useful." Utility is also requirement for a reduction to
practice.fn.036
The Supreme Court reads the utility requirement as
mandating that the inventor disclose a substantial practical

utility, a "specific benefit" in "currently available
form."fn.037 It held that an inventor did not show a
reduction to practice by devising a new process for making
a compound when the inventor knew only that the
compound was "the subject of serious scientific
investigation."fn.038
In turn, the Federal Circuit has found noncompliance
with the utility requirement (1) when an inventor disclosed
and claimed a new polymer but only disclosed, as a utility,
that the polymer was "plastic-like"fn.039 and (2) when an
inventor disclosed and claimed gene segments (ESTs)
without disclosing the entire gene or the protein for which
the gene encodes.fn.040
The purpose of the utility requirement is, in part, to
assure that a patent issues for the discovery of practical
results and does not amount to a "hunting license."fn.041
Like the written description requirement, the utility
requirement is a response to the concerns underlying
decisions such as Benson and Bilski, that is, restricting
patents to real world inventions. And, again, the lack of
utility depends on the facts, including the prior art and the
content of the inventor's disclosure, not merely the abstract
scope of the claim.
4.
A claimed invention must, to qualify for a patent,
meet two prior art patentability conditions: novelty and
nonobviousness.fn.042

The prior art conditions operate in both the Invention
Achievement Inquiry and the Protection Scope Inquiry. An
inventor may devise a new and nonobvious invention,
exemplified by one or more embodiments, but the
inventor's claims to the invention may fail the prior art
conditions because they are too broad, reading on both
novel, nonobvious subject matter and on the prior
art.fn.043 The conditions are critically important
regulators of all patent claims. In its 2007 KSR decision,
the Supreme Court reminded the patent law world of the
need to carefully assess patent claims for compliance with
the nonobviousness condition.fn.044
The nonobviousness condition has particular
pertinence to the types of broad, generic claims that have
generated Section 101 challenges: business methods and
bio-medical discoveries.
For business methods, a claimed invention may entail
taking a well-known, widespread practice and improving it
in ways only recently made possible, and potentially
obvious, by new technologies, such as more powerful
electronics, computer implementation, and internet
information searching and distribution. Such a scenario
may be one of at least prima facie obviousness.fn.045
Indeed, the commodity-hedging invention claimed in
Bilski may have been of this nature. The Court, in effect,
found the claimed subject matter, broadly construed, old or
obvious, by stating that hedging was a "long prevalent"

"fundamental economic practice."fn.046 Being of that
mind, and being unable to garner a majority position on a
positive standard for Section 101 patent-eligible
"processes," the Court could have spared the patent law
community by dodging the Section 101 question and
simply affirming the rejection of the claims for prima facie
obviousness. That is exactly what the Court did in 1976
when presented with claims to a computer-implemented
banking system.fn.047
For bio-medical discoveries, the nonobviousness
condition may screen out many broad claims, which may
result from the application of known techniques to isolate
valuable biological subject matter.fn.048
5.
A patent claim must meet a requirement of
definiteness.fn.049
In Bilski, Justice Kennedy, in the portion of his
opinion that represented the views of only four justices,
reiterated his contention, previously expressed as a
concurrence in the eBay permanent injunction case,fn.050
that "some business method patents raise special problems
in terms of vagueness and suspect validity."fn.051 Justice
Stevens in his concurring opinion for four justices repeats
the charge of potential "vagueness."fn.52 Hence, eight of
the nine justices opined that some business method patents
are "vague."

Neither Justice Kennedy nor Justice Stevens links the
vagueness charge to the legal standard for claim
definiteness.
In a number of infringement cases involving patents
on business methods, difficult questions of claim
construction have arisen.fn.053 Despite the difficulties,
the Federal Circuit has tended to reject indefiniteness
charges, applying its extraordinarily lenient standard,
which allows claims to pass muster unless they are not
amenable to construction or are insolubly
ambiguous.fn.054 This standard may be inconsistent with
the standards articulated in earlier Supreme Court
decisions.fn.055
6.
The patentability conditions (enablement, written
description, utility, novelty, nonobviousness and
definiteness) serve to trim the literal scope of patent claims
and, thus, are applicable at the ex ante stage of examining
claims for patentability and evaluating issued claims in
patents.
Other patent law doctrines are available that can be
directly responsive to the generalist judicial concern with
broad patent claims: that they are unjustifiably restrictive
of subsequent innovation. The ex post doctrines are the
doctrine of equivalents, the reverse doctrine of equivalents
and claim construction.

The doctrine of equivalents is, by nature, one that
potentially expands patent scope.fn.056 However, it can
be and has been applied with a sensitivity to the policy
against unduly restricting subsequent innovation that
Supreme Court justices find to be embedded in the
structure of the patent system. The prevailing standard for
equivalency, substantial change, can take into account
whether an accused equivalent represents a merely
inconsequential design around, on the one hand, or a
significant innovation, on the other.fn.057
7.
A tool expressly recognized by the Supreme Court for
preventing broad patent claims from inappropriately
corralling subsequent innovation is the "reverse doctrine of
equivalents."fn.058
The Federal Circuit has virtually emasculated the
reverse doctrine.fn.059 The Supreme Court would likely
not approve.
8.
A patent claim's effective scope depends not solely
on its bare wording but also how the claim is construed.
Claim construction has been the focus of much recent
patent jurisprudence.fn.060
In Bilski, the Supreme Court did not consider the
precise scope of the rejected claims but predicated its

ruling on an assumption that they broadly covered the
"concept of hedging risk" and "the application of that
concept to energy markets." The Court's loose treatment of
the applicants' claims may cause distress among patent
professionals, but it is consistent, in a rough way, with
prevailing doctrine, which directs examiners of the Patent
and Trademark Office to give claims under examination
their broadest reasonable scope.fn.061 An applicant can
overcome prior art rejections of the broadly-construed
claims by amending them to narrow and clarify their
scope.fn.062
In an infringement suit, a claim will be construed in
light of the embodiments and examples in the
specification. The Federal Circuit is adamant that features
shown in examples should not be extraneously imported
into the claims as limitations,fn.063 but despite such
general protestations the court often reads claims narrowly
so as to avoid conferring protection scope beyond the
disclosed invention.fn.064
Some aspects of Federal Circuit claim construction
jurisdiction dilute the value of claim construction as a
regulator of appropriate claim scope.fn.065 For example,
the Federal Circuit gives only limited consideration to the
relation between the claimed invention and the prior
art.fn.066
The Federal Circuit has persistently sought, in its
opinions on claim construction, the doctrine of equivalents

and prosecution history estoppel, to achieve a high level of
certainty and objectivity in the determination of patent
claim scope, primarily by emphasizing literal claim
scope.fn.067 Whether such a level has been achieved can
be doubted, given the persistence of a large number of
appeals on claim construction issues, the high reversal rate
and the simmering question whether the Federal Circuit's
de novo review standard for such issues is justified.fn.068
The quest also may be at odds with the views of
Supreme Court justices who perceive policy problems with
patent claims of undue scope.
In the 2005 SmithKline case,fn.069 an unusual fact
pattern arose that illustrated the rather extreme position of
some Federal Circuit judges in refusing to entertain policybased considerations in interpreting patent claim scope.
Simplifying the facts, a first patent claimed a class of
compounds (paroxetine) useful as an ingredient in an antidepression drug. Later, the drug's maker discovered that a
particular form of the compound (hemihydrate) was
superior to the original form (anhydrate) that it had used. It
obtained a second patent on the anhydrate form. A generic
drug company sought to market a generic version of the
drug maker's original form upon expiration of the first
patent. Even though the generic company endeavored to
produce only the anhydrate form of the expired patent, the
patent owner asserted infringement of the second
hemihydrate-form patent. Its theory was that "seeding"

from the atmosphere caused an extremely small portion of
the subsequently-patented hemihydrate form to appear in
the generic's anhydrate-based drug product.
Judge Richard Posner, law professor, Seventh Circuit
judge and co-author of a text on intellectual property
law,fn.070 heard the case, sitting by designation in the
district court. He wrote a typically interesting Posner
opinion finding no infringement but upholding the patent's
validity.fn.071 The second patent's claim was quite simple;
it recited: "crystalline paroxetine hydrochloride
hemihydrate."fn.072 The patent owner argued that the
generic product infringed even if it contained only a single
crystal of hemihydrate in an undetectable quantity. Judge
Posner found the argument "heady stuff": "someone not
steeped in patent law might think it loony."fn.073 He
noted that that "[t]he 'single crystal' interpretation of claim
1 may be extravagant, but it is not completely ridiculous,
whatever a lay-person might think."fn.074 Judge Posner
posited that the claim would be invalid as indefinite if
construed as broadly as the patent owner urged because
parties would not able to avoid infringement. However, to
avoid that result, he construed the claim as "excluding
hemihydrate produced by involuntary conversion of a
proportion of an anhydrous mixture so small as to lack any
commercial significance."fn.075 He noted that "[t]he
single-crystal interpretation of claim 1 has absurd
consequences that do not serve any policy of patent

law."fn.076
On appeal, the Federal Circuit rejected Judge Posner's
policy-based interpretation.
"Claim construction ... is not a policy-driven
inquiry. ... [I]t is a contextual interpretation of
language. The scope of patent claims can neither
be broadened nor narrowed based on abstract
policy considerations regarding the effect of a
particular claim meaning. ... For this precise
reason, this court has repeatedly stated that a court
must construe claims without considering the
implications of covering a particular product or
process."fn.077
The Federal Circuit rejected any suggestion of
indefiniteness because the claim was "plain on its face" to
a chemist.fn.078 It noted the possibility of a "new
equitable defense in this unprecedented instance," that is,
unavoidable infringement, but found it unnecessary to
evaluate that defense because it held the patent invalid for
inherent anticipation.fn.079
II.
A.
As demonstrated above, at least eight established
doctrinal tools of patent law are available to preclude
preemptive claiming of abstract ideas and natural
phenomenon. But does the Supreme Court's Bilski decision

mean that the patent system must continue to struggle with
the largely unnecessary but uncertainty-creating Section
101 abstract idea pre-emption prohibition doctrine?
As the title of this Essay suggests, Bilski contains
mixed messages, leaving some weeds in the garden but
planting seeds of change.
B.
The weeds Bilski leaves in the garden are obvious,
noxious and odious but not necessarily so dominating as to
smother the growth of the new seeds of a more rational
approach to patent claim scope assessment that Bilski
plants.
1.
Foremost among the doctrinal weeds is the Court's
confirmation of the three exceptions to Section 101 process
coverage articulated in the 1972 Benson decision and the
"preemption" corollary to those exceptions.
An initial question about the Three Exception is: what
exactly are the Three? and are there actually three? or two?
or four? In the 1972 Benson decision, the Court
enumerated, without explanation or citation of authority:
(1) "phenomena of nature, though just discovered," (2)
"mental processes" and (3) "abstract intellectual
concepts."fn.080 In surrounding sentences, Benson
referred to quotations from Supreme Court cases reciting,

as unpatentable as such, "an idea," "a principle, in the
abstract" and a "law of nature."fn.081 "Mental processes"
was likely included because at the time (1972) there was a
body of case law on "mental steps," which the lower court
in Benson had restricted.fn.082 In the1981 Diehr decision,
the Court omitted "mental processes" and recast the trio:
(1) "laws of nature," (2) "natural phenomena" and "abstract
ideas."fn.083 Bilski quotes Diehr and refers to the trio as
"three specific exceptions."fn.084
The Court did not explain the difference between
"laws of nature" and "natural phenomena."fn.085 One
could craft an argument that there are only two categories
of concern in regard to patent eligible subject matter:
patent claims encompassing abstract ideas and patent
claims encompassing natural phenomena.
A more fundamental question is: other than as highsounding platitudes, are the Benson-Flook-Diehr
exceptions at all helpful in determining patent-eligible
subject matter?
The Three Exceptions, as such, concern subject matter
that does not meet even the broadest ordinary meaning of a
"process," that is, an operative series of steps to achieve a
result. All are descriptions of, not prescriptions for, steps.
Hence, they are not "exceptions" at all. Patent aspirants
have rarely even attempted to claim ideas or natural
phenomenon truly "in the abstract."fn.086 Few would
defend their right to do so.

The bite from the Three Exceptions comes from the
"pre-emption" expansion of the exceptions. That is, Benson
and Bilski rejected claims that were to processes but were
so broad or generic, in the Court's view, as to cover ("preempt") all practical applications of the idea or natural
phenomenon.fn.087
The intuitive appeal of the Three Exceptions arises in
relation to the Invention Achievement Inquiry (has the
inventor achieved a new and useful invention?). Who can
object to barring patents when all the "inventor"
contributes is formulation of an abstract idea or discovery
of a natural phenomenon? However, the exceptions are
extended by the Court through the "pre-emption" concept
to the Protection Scope Inquiry, as to which the intuitive
appeal is not so strong. If an "inventor" has contributed an
"idea" or phenomenon and also made and disclosed a
practical application of it, there is likely to be legitimate
debate about the extent to which the inventor should be
able to claim a property right beyond the specific
implementation. That debate should focus on the facts, not
just a logical analysis.
The shift from the first inquiry to the second inquiry is
made openly in Bilski based on precedent.fn.088 The shift
was more devious (or, charitably, subtle) in Benson.
Benson postulated that abstract ideas are not patentable,
equated (without explanation) a new mathematical
algorithm with an idea and then dismissed specific claims

as, in effect, for the idea because the claims covered all
known practical uses of the idea/algorithm, to wit, use in
programming digital computers.fn.089
To the Benson Court, the facts concerning the
invention mattered not all. For example, for all the Court
knew or cared, the algorithm may have been, at the time, a
great novel advance in manipulating numerals in a digital
environment, the inventors may have disclosed in their
patent specification dozens of detailed, practical
applications of the algorithm to solve specific
programming problems and skilled persons in the art may
have immediately recognized how to use the algorithm to
solve other problems.
The result in Benson would have been the same in
such a scenario as one in which the inventors worked
solely on number theory and disclosed in their patent
specification no practical applications or working
examples on using the algorithm. Applying the traditional,
historically-tested doctrines of patent law, the two
scenarios would be distinguished. In the latter scenario, the
inventors would not have survived the Invention
Achievement Inquiry, much less the Protection Scope
Inquiry. The inventor showed no reduction to practice of
an invention and certainly did not justify broad claims.
2.
Bilski left other doctrinal weeds unpulled.

The Court continues the unfortunate use of language
begun in Benson on the status of tests or standards, such as
the MORT (machine-or-transformation) test. The test is
said to be "an important and useful clue" and an
"investigative tool."fn.090 "Clue" may be an appropriate
word for a detective gamefn.091 but hardly for the
development and application of legal standards to resolve
serious legal questions. The Court makes clear that a
claim's compliance with MORT is not a necessary
condition. But is it a sufficient one? And the Court
provides not even a clue on important issues on the
meaning of the MORT test that the Federal Circuit had left
open. For example, in its en banc Bilski decision, the
Federal Circuit left open "whether or when recitation of a
computer suffices to tie a process claim to a particular
machine."fn.092
3.
A potential new weed is the Court's characterization of
Section 101 as a "threshold."fn.093
A thesis of this essay is that Section 101 patenteligible subject matter issues are best addressed in the
factual context of the invention as disclosed and claimed
and not by addressing claims in the abstract. It follows
from that thesis that Section 101 issues would be better
addressed after other fact-based conditions are addressed,
particularly the prior art based conditions of novelty and

nonobviousness and the disclosure requirements of Section
112.
No doubt, no valid claim can be issued or upheld
unless it complies with Section 101 and, conversely, a
claim that flunks Section 101 cannot be upheld even
though it passes all other patentability tests (assuming that
is possible). It is likely this is all the Supreme Court meant
by "threshold." It did not purport to direct the order of
resolving patentability questions regarding a particular
patent claim.
There is, of course, a neatness in addressing
patentability in numerical order, Section 101 (eligible
subject matter and utility), Section 102 (novelty), Section
103 (nonobviousess) and so on. Judge Giles Rich used that
ordering in his famous "three doors" analogy of
patentability in In re Bergy (1979).fn.094
The Federal Circuit has pondered questions on the
order of resolving Section 101 and other issues. In In re
Comiskey (2009),fn.095 a Federal Circuit panel held that it
could address Section 101 compliance by claims that the
Patent and Trademark Office had rejected only for
obviousness over the prior art (Section 103).
In its Bilski decision, the Federal Circuit emphasized
that it had not held, in Comiskey, that a PTO examiner
must "conduct a § 101 analysis before assessing any other
issue of patentability." But it still viewed Section 101
compliance as a threshold.

"As with any other patentability requirement, an
examiner may reject a claim solely on the basis of
§ 101. Or, if the examiner deems it appropriate,
she may reject the claim on any other ground(s)
without addressing § 101.
“But given that § 101 is a threshold
requirement, claims that are clearly drawn to
unpatentable subject matter should be identified
and rejected on that basis. Thus, an examiner
should generally first satisfy herself that the
application’s claims are drawn to patent-eligible
subject matter.”fn.096
The Federal Circuit's dictum is unsupported and
dubious: why should an examiner be required to struggle
with a Section 101 abstract-idea analysis, governed by an
overly-complex standard ventilated by appellate courts, if a
broad claim can easily be rejected as obvious in view of
the art or unsupported by an applicant's disclosure? And
the same can be said for a district court considering a
challenge to the validity of an issued patent claim.
C.
Shifting to the positive aspects of Bilski, the Court
majority planted a number of seeds that, if nurtured by
future court decisions, will rejuvenate rationality in the law
on patent-eligible subject matter.

1.
The most significant seed is planted close to the most
noxious weed: the Three Exceptions and their
"preemption" corollary.
Importantly, the Court refers to the ineligible
categories as, indeed, "specific exceptions to § 101's broad
[patent-eligibility] principles."fn.097
The very nature of an "exception" suggests that it
should be applied restrictively. The Court adds to the
restrictive tenor by (1) attaching the adjective "specific" to
the exceptions that use words, such as "laws of nature" and
"abstract ideas," that are not at all specific in their
denotation, (2) noting that the exceptions "are not required
by the statutory text"fn.098 and (3) continuing them (only)
"as a matter of statutory stare decisis going back 150
years."fn.099 On the last, the Court cites and quotes only
Supreme Court precedent in support of the exceptions. It
offers no new reasoning in support of them.
Further cementing the exceptional character of the
exceptions is the Court's warning that the "Three
Exceptions" provided no authority to create new ones.
"This Court has not indicated that the existence of
these well-established exceptions gives the
Judiciary carte blanche to impose other
limitations that are inconsistent with the text and
the statute's purpose and design."fn.100
Thus, the Court rejects both the Federal Circuit's MORT-

as-the-exclusive-test approach and the argued ban on
business method patents as "categorical limitations," that
is, "broad and atextual approaches."fn.101 It notes that
such "categorical rules ... might have wide-ranging and
unforeseen impacts."fn.102
This tone is a complete reversal of the restrictive
sentiment in Flook, which warned that "It is our duty to
construe the patent statutes as they now read, in light of
our prior precedents," and that "we must proceed
cautiously when we are asked to extend patent rights into
areas wholly unforeseen by Congress."fn.103
Messages from the Supreme Court to the lower courts
and all actors in the legal system, even in dictum and
innuendo, carry great weight.fn.104 The message on the
Section 101 "exceptions" is that they are out of fashion and
should not be applied expansively. The message is: stick to
the statute, that is, the language of the Patent Act, which
provides ample authority to regulate claims of undue
breadth.
2.
Another seed that could grow into a more rational
approach to claim scope is the Court's linking of the "Three
Exceptions" to statutory requirements.
As noted, the Court states that the exceptions are "not
required by the statute" and "atextual" but, in Part II A of
the majority opinion, the Court does suggest a statutory

basis: the Three Exceptions are "consistent with the notion
that a patentable process must be 'new and useful.' "fn.105
"New and useful" are adjectives in Section 101 that modify
the four historical categories of patent-eligible subject
matter (process, manufacture, machine and composition of
matter). Later, in Part II B 1, the Court responds to
"[c]oncerns about attempts to call any form of human
activity a 'process' ": these concerns "can be met by making
sure the claim meets the requirements of § 101."fn.106
One way to look at the words "new and useful" in
Section 101, together with the words "invents" or
"discovers," is that they limit the four categories to what
the Article I patent power calls the "Useful Arts,"fn.107
which, in turn, has been translated into modern language as
"technology."fn.108 This general limitation has not been
treated as having distinct force because the limitation is
implemented by subsequent statutory provisions, including
Sections 102 and 112.fn.109
This "seed" could well grow into a statutory-based
"technological limitation," a limitation the Federal Circuit
rejected in Bilski, giving as the primary reason the absence
of supporting Supreme Court authority.fn.110
III
In closing, the majority opinion gave license to the
Federal Circuit to develop "limiting criteria" for restricting

business method patents and, perhaps, the scope of a
patent-eligible "process" generally. However, the criteria
must (1) "further the purposes of the Patent Act" and (2) be
"not inconsistent with its text."fn.111
This is not the first time the Supreme Court has
authorized the Federal Circuit to act as its surrogate in
developing patent-law standards. In 1997, the Court
acknowledged the unhelpful general standards for
infringement of a patent claim under the doctrine of
equivalents (substantial difference and similarity of
function, way and result) but delegated to the Federal
Circuit the task of developing appropriate "linguistic
frameworks" for equivalency.fn.112
"[W]e see no purpose in going further and
micro-managing the Federal Circuit’s particular
word-choice for analyzing equivalence. We expect
that the Federal Circuit will refine the formulation of
the test for equivalence in the orderly course of
case-by-case determinations, and we leave such
refinement to that court’s sound judgment in this area
of its special expertise."fn.113
Since 1997, the Federal Circuit has done little such
refinement, continuing to recite the same general verbal
standards.fn.114 This suggests that delegating difficult
standards-developing tasks to an "expert" appellate court,
which has itself shown a tendency to fracture in a manner
similar to the Supreme Court itself,fn.115 will not

inevitably generate a major improvement in the
verbalization of patent law standards.
For all the reasons above, the best response of the
Federal Circuit to the Supreme Court mandate to develop
"other limiting criteria" is to focus, with an increased
sensitivity to concerns about undue claim scope and the
pre-emption of abstract ideas, on the established ex ante
patentability standards, such as obviousness and
enablement, and ex post infringement standards, such as
claim construction and the reverse doctrine of equivalents.
If, as argued above, the perceived problem with claims
to intangible methods and "natural phenomenon" is,
indeed, undue claim scope, the solution should not be the
creation of new "limiting criteria." That patent law already
has more than enough claim scope regulating standards
should be evident by referring to the landmark 1990 work
of scholarship on patent claim scope by law professor
Robert Merges and economist Richard Nelson.fn.116 In
this classic and influential article, Merges and Nelson
explored in depth the economic and other policy
considerations that should regulate patent claim scope.
Interestingly, Merges and Nelson discuss only two legal
tools (one ex ante and one post ante) for achieving the
balancing of policies and interests that they advocate:
enablement and the reverse doctrine of equivalents. Just
twenty years ago, these thoughtful commentators saw no
need for additional doctrines, such as written description

and Section 101 abstract idea pre-emption, to regulate
patent claim scope appropriately. Surely it would lead to a
sounder patent system to have the thousands of patent
examiners, attorneys, agents, judges and others who must
address issues on patent claim scope concentrate on two
established doctrinal tools rather than to be distracted by a
proliferation of "limiting criteria." Here, as in many areas
of the law, one should apply Ockham's Razor: favor
simplicity over complexity and do not multiply entities
beyond necessity.fn.117
A final thought. How would this analysis have
changed if Justice Stevens had garnered one more vote in
Bilski, making his position that business method patents
are excluded from patentability that of the Court majority?
In truth, not much. Business methods could have been
added to the short list of specific atextual exceptions
justified by statutory stare decisis. Justice Stevens garners
considerable evidence that a business-methods exception
was recognized in case law, Patent Office practice and
treatises on patent law long before Congress codified the
patent statutes in 1952.fn.118 Scholarly commentory cited
by Justice Stevens suggests that the exception can be
justified without doing violence to the fundamental
purposes of the patent system.fn.119 Recognizing the
exception would have created issues concerning its scope,
issues discussed neither by the majority nor by Justice
Stevens. Relevant to those issues would be the experience

in the European Patent System, which expressly excludes
patent claims to business methods but only "as
such."fn.120
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